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Data-Driven Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Curbside
Parking Demand: A Case-Study in Seattle

Tanner Fiez and Lillian J. Ratliff

Abstract—Due to rapid expansion of urban areas in recent
years, management of curbside parking has become increasingly
important. To mitigate congestion, while meeting a city’s diverse
needs, performance-based pricing schemes have received a signif-
icant amount of attention. However, several recent studies suggest
location, time-of-day, and awareness of policies are the primary
factors that drive parking decisions. In light of this, we provide an
extensive data-driven study of the spatio-temporal characteristics
of curbside parking. This work advances the understanding of
where and when to set pricing policies, as well as where to target
information and incentives to drivers looking to park. Harnessing
data provided by the Seattle Department of Transportation, we
develop a Gaussian mixture model based technique to identify
zones with similar spatial parking demand as quantified by
spatial autocorrelation. In support of this technique, we introduce
a metric based on the repeatability of our Gaussian mixture
model to investigate temporal consistency.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEVELOPING effective parking policy is challenging
owing to a city’s desire to balance the competing needs

of resource consumers (e.g., transit, local business customers,
and shared vehicles) with efficient movement of goods and
people as well as support of business district vitality. Failing
to do so adequately can have unintended consequences, such
as added congestion.

The impact of drivers cruising in search of parking has
been well documented in both the research community, and in
the media. Cruising for parking is often touted to be a major
contributor to congested traffic. As reported in [1, Chapter 1],
by pricing curbside parking significantly lower than off-street
options, cities are creating perverse incentives that result in
unintended consequences (i.e. added congestion simply due
to vehicles cruising). Limited supply in high-demand areas
exacerbates the issue. Studies have shown that costs associated
with parking-related congestion in terms of lost time, excess
use of fuel, and increased pollution can be significant (see,
e.g., [2]–[5]).

To combat such negative impacts, cities and researchers are
examining a number of strategies for better parking resource
management. These efforts can predominantly be divided
into work focused on off-street parking and sensor manage-
ment [6]–[10], performance based pricing strategies [11]–
[14], and behavioral models leveraging data [15]–[17]. For a
comprehensive overview of smart parking solutions see [18].
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The work in this paper most closely resembles the latter
research thrust. However, contrary to prior work on data-driven
behavioral models for parking resource management, we study
demand for parking as a function of location instead of price.

To motivate this line of research, we remark that there
is mounting evidence supporting the basis that many factors
beyond price drive parking decisions. Survey results from
Los Angeles (LA) indicated that for those looking to park,
proximity to the intended destination is a more important
consideration than both the cost of parking and the time spent
searching for parking [19]. On average, the respondents said
the maximum distance they would be willing to park from
their intended destination was just 3.07 blocks. Additionally,
over half of the respondents parked within one block of their
intended destination. In a study conducted in Beijing, nearly
90% of those surveyed said they made their choice of where
to park based on proximity to their intended destination, with
less than 1% saying low price was the reason [20]. In a similar
vein as the LA study, nearly 70% of respondents parked within
less than a five minute walk to their final destination.

Studies on the price elasticity of parking demand reinforce
that price should not be the only control method explored by
researchers and municipalities alike. Indeed, an evaluation of
the SFpark study1 revealed that while on average price elas-
ticities were negative during the period of study—indicating
a decrease in demand following an increase in price or an
increase in demand following a decrease in price—elasticities
varied immensely with the location, time of day, day of week,
and date of price change. Strikingly, the elasticities were
often positive, which combined with the previous observa-
tions illustrate price is not the the most important factor in
decisions [15].

The inadequate awareness of changes in price, and parking
policy broadly, is also problematic. In the SFpark study, e.g.,
driver behavior did not change until there was an increase
in marketing and advertisement during the second price ad-
justment. Moreover, price elasticities stabilized at relatively
meager levels following initial volatility, implying that once
awareness had become sufficiently high, drivers who were
willing to change their behavior had done so [15]. Similar
outcomes are also observed in the aforementioned survey in
LA which confirmed the awareness of drivers to parking policy
and mobile applications for parking is unquestionably low.
Of those surveyed only 31%, 24%, 25% were aware of price
changes, time of day pricing, and mobile parking applications,
respectively [19]. Interestingly, replacing traditional meters
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with smart meters and smartphone applications only reduces
awareness [21].

Although the widespread adoption of digital technologies
has led to a wealth of new data that could potentially support
sophisticated management strategies, cities generally employ
simple policies. This is likely due to the fact that policy makers
are largely risk-averse and there are high costs associated with
making sweeping changes.

The policies currently in use are not inherently bad, how-
ever, as they do benefit from being easy to track and un-
derstand. For instance, existing policies customarily utilize
static pricing schemes, often with morning and evening rate
periods, set uniformly over an extensive number of block-faces
which are grouped over arbitrary regions or within existing
neighborhood boundaries. While maintaining salient features
of the existing policies which make them viable, the approach
to selecting where and when to set them can be greatly
improved by exploiting newly available data streams.

The obstacles cities face in implementing significant policy
changes serve as one of the main motivations of our work. In
contrast to prior research, we analyze frequently overlooked
factors in parking decisions, such as location and time of
day, to propose methods that can improve traditional policies
with straightforward modifications. Leveraging available data
sources to gain insights into the spatio-temporal characteristics
of parking demand, we develop approaches to identify zones
and time periods with similar spatial and temporal demand.
Such analysis allows for simple, static pricing schemes to be
more effective by providing policy makers data-informed sug-
gestions of how groups of block-faces should be partitioned. It
also enables novel methods for spatially and temporally redis-
tributing parking demand via, e.g., information dissemination
coupled with verifiable incentives.

Specifically, we show that a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) can be used to identify groups of spatially close
block-faces which have a high degree of spatial autocorrelation
in observed occupancy patterns. The Bayesian information
criterion is employed to select the number of partitions,
improving upon the status quo of making this decision either
arbitrarily or through heuristics. We supplement the model by
providing a method based on the repeatability of the GMM to
metricize the consistency of parking demand, and demonstrate
through experiments that spatial demand is indeed consistent
over time.

Furthermore, the GMM partitioning is consistent even with
price changes. Likewise, while occupancy fluctuations can be
significant from season to season, the GMM partition remains
consistent. Both of these results reaffirm that location is the
primary driver of parking choice. Finally, we remark that the
GMM partition is consistent with the location features. For
example, block-faces abutting areas with significant tourist
attractions are clustered as are those in primarily residential
and commercial zones. This is true even in highly mixed-use
neighborhoods. In on-going research, we are exploiting iden-
tified spatio-temporal features to determine where and when
to target information coupled with incentives for affecting
parking behavior.

This paper builds on our prior work in [22] by significantly

increasing the depth of analysis and experimental results. The
extensions include, but are not limited to, exploring the effects
of price changes and seasonality on both neighborhood-wide
occupancy and spatial demand, considering additional methods
for designing the spatial weight matrix when evaluating spatial
autocorrelation, and examining a broader spectrum of parking
areas to test our techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe our data sources and the method used to estimate
demand and explore the spatio-temporal characteristics of
parking demand. We describe our approach using a GMM
to identify zones with similar spatial demand and our method
to quantify this using spatial autocorrelation in Sections III
and IV, respectively. In Section V, we present the results of
our analysis using parking data from the city of Seattle and
conclude with a discussion and remarks on future work in
Section VI.

II. SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DEMAND

We focus our analysis on Seattle, WA and primarily investi-
gate the Belltown neighborhood. Belltown is a rapidly growing
mixed use development which blends residential, commercial,
and industrial areas. In addition, Belltown has both the highest
population density [23] and the most complete coverage of
curbside parking of any neighborhood in Seattle.

We provide a map of the paid curbside parking in Belltown
in Fig. 1. Parking in the North Zone (red) during 2017 is
$1.00/hr between 8AM–11AM and $1.50/hr between 11AM–
8PM with four hour time limits. In the South Zone (blue)
parking during 2017 is $2.50/hr between 8AM–5PM and
5PM–8PM with two and three hour time limits respectively.

Fig. 1. Paid parking in the Belltown neighborhood is divided into the North
Zone (red) and the South Zone (blue).

A. Data Sources

We use paid parking transaction data, block-face supply
data, and GPS location data of the block-faces from June,
2016–August, 2017 made available to us via the Seattle De-
partment of Transportation (SDOT)2. During this time period
there is nearly 14 million paid parking transactions in Seattle.
The paid parking transaction data includes both pay-station
and Pay-by-Phone (a mobile app-based payment method)

2These data sources are all publicly available via the open data portal at
data.seattle.gov.
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Fig. 2. Mean occupancies at active paid parking times in Belltown within Summer 2017.

(a) Friday 7PM (b) Saturday 11AM

Fig. 3. Contours of the mean occupancies in Belltown within Summer 2017 at Friday 7PM in Fig. 3a and Saturday 11AM in Fig. 3b. Each scatter point is
the midpoint of a block-face.

records for each block-face. Paid parking is available Monday–
Saturday and typically between 8AM–8PM. The block-face
supply data consists of the estimated number of parking spaces
for each block-face3. The GPS location data of the block-faces
includes the latitude and longitude of both ends of a block-
face.

B. Demand via Estimated Occupancy

As a proxy for demand, we use estimated parking oc-
cupancy. Due to the prohibitive cost of sensors that would
allow for ground truth occupancy to be recorded, this type
of data is generally not available. An approach that is more
widely applicable is to estimate the parking occupancy using
transaction data recorded by smart parking meters.

We estimate the parking occupancy at a block-face by
counting the number of active transactions at the block-face in
each minute, and then convert to an occupancy for each minute
by dividing by the supply of the block-face. The estimated
occupancy at block-face i at time k is given by

Occupancyi[k] =
Active Transactionsi[k]

Supplyi[k]
. (1)

Since parking prices generally do not change at any higher
frequency than one hour, we aggregate the occupancies up
to an hour granularity. The estimated occupancy deviates
from the true occupancy for several reasons including: select
vehicles are permitted to park for free (disabled permits,

3In Seattle, parking spaces are not marked and thus the number of spaces
for each block-face is estimated by dividing the length of the legal parking
zone into 25 foot increments.

government-vehicles, and car-sharing services), vehicles leave
before the end of their paid time window, and the estimated
supply of a block-face may be inaccurate due to spaces not be-
ing marked. These factors can cause the estimated occupancy
to be greater than 100%, and we clip the maximum estimated
occupancy at 150%. The estimated occupancy eclipses this
limit less than 0.45% of the hourly occupancy instances over
all block-faces. Due to the fact that our analysis is based on
the relative relationship between occupancies and assuming
that the error in estimating the occupancy has nearly the same
effect on each block-face, using the estimated occupancy has
a negligible affect on our analysis.

C. Temporal characteristics

In Fig. 2 the mean occupancy profiles averaged over the
entire Belltown neighborhood are plotted at each hour that
paid parking is available. Occupancy profiles for Monday–
Friday are very similar, with the exception of Monday having
slightly lower occupancy, while the occupancy profile for Sat-
urday follows a different trend. During weekdays, occupancy
increases from the start of paid parking until demand peaks
near lunch time. It then decreases during the afternoon, until
there is another peak during the evening hours when people
tend to have dinner. In contrast to weekdays, on Saturday the
demand for parking nearly continuously increases throughout
the day. These observations highlight that a reasonable parking
policy may use unique weekday and weekend pricing schemes,
and policies must consider the temporal characteristics of
demand that may be driven by neighborhood features such as
the presence of certain business types. It is also worth noting
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(a) Summer 2016 to Fall 2016. (b) Fall 2016 to Winter 2017.

(c) Winter 2017 to Spring 2017. (d) Spring 2017 to Summer 2017.

Fig. 4. Seasonality effects on parking demand in Belltown. Each bar indicates an hour of the active paid parking times in a day between 8AM–8PM. The
bars above the x-axis indicate the mean percentage increase in occupancy at each hour of available paid parking for the block-faces that saw increased
occupancy between seasons. The hatched bars below the x-axis indicate the mean percentage decrease in occupancy at each hour of available paid parking for
the block-faces that saw decreased occupancy between seasons. The blue squares indicate the percentage of block-faces that increased in occupancy between
seasons.

that the occupancies are often near the utilization range of
60%–80% that many cities uniformly target independent of
local neighborhood characteristics.

D. Spatial characteristics
We find that spatial demand is heterogeneous and is con-

nected to the temporal characteristics of demand in Belltown.
Furthermore, the spatial demand characteristics that we ob-
serve are often easily explained. Fig. 3 provides a motivating
example of these observations. In Fig. 3a, the occupancy at
7PM on Friday is nearly uniformly distributed throughout
Belltown, with the exception that there is an area of much
higher occupancy in the center of the neighborhood, which
happens to have a high concentration of bars and restaurants
that we conjecture drive demand. Interestingly, this area also
appears to be up against the divide of the North and South
paid parking zones—denoted by red and blue block-faces
respectively in Fig. 1—which have a $1.00/hr price difference
at this time. One could posit that an improved division of
paid parking zones could reduce the congestion in this area
by dispersing some of the occupancy into what is now the
edge of the South Zone.

In Fig. 3b, the occupancy at 11AM on Saturday has a more
diverse distribution, but most importantly the areas of high
occupancy—with the exception of just a few block-faces—
are located in very different locations. The source of the high
occupancy areas is immediately clear, as the top and bottom of
the neighborhood are the closest parking to some of the most
famous weekend tourist attractions in Seattle. Just above the
top of the neighborhood is the Space Needle, and just below
the bottom of the neighborhood is Pike Place Market. This
example highlights one of the key problems we seek to address

in this paper: parking policies with uniform pricing schemes in
arbitrary zones ignore important properties of spatial demand
which reduces their effectiveness.

E. Effects of Seasonality
Parking demand does indeed exhibit fluctuation between

seasons. In Fig. 4 we explore how demand changes between
seasons in detail. We find that on average the occupancy
of block-faces increases or decreases by approximately 10%
between all seasons. Yet, the percentage of block-faces which
increase between seasons is heavily dependent on which
seasons are being transitioned to and from. From Summer
2016 (Jun.–Aug., 2016) to Fall 2016 (Sept.–Nov., 2016), and
similarly between Fall 2016 to Winter 2017 (Dec., 2016–Feb.,
2017), at the majority of paid parking times more block-faces
decrease in occupancy than do increase. Intuitively, this makes
sense. During the day people follow their regular routines—
e.g., parking for work—while in the evening, shorter days and
worse weather have the effect of causing people to become less
likely to go out to businesses and participate in activities.

There is an analogous trend between Winter to Spring 2017
(Mar.–May, 2017) and Spring to Summer 2017 (Jun.–Aug.,
2017). Between these seasons at most of the paid parking
times, more block-faces increase in occupancy than decrease.
During the morning hours when people follow their normal
routines, the percentage of block-faces whose occupancy in-
creases is often at or just above 50%. At times in which
demand may be driven more by businesses such as the middle
of the day near lunch and in the evening, a higher percentage of
block-faces increase in occupancy. The intriguing property of
these observations is that despite variations between seasons,
the way occupancy is distributed, i.e. the spatial demand, does
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not vary significantly. This confirms that static policy schemes
considering location can be robust to the effects of seasonality.
We explore this further in Section V.

F. Effects of Price Changes
In Seattle, parking prices change once per year after an

annual parking study is conducted. In July, 2016 the price
to park in the North Zone of Belltown (red block-faces in
Fig. 1) decreased from $1.50/hr to $1.00/hr in 8AM–11AM.
To investigate the impact the price change had on parking
behavior we examined the month before the price change,
June, 2016, and the month one year following the price change,
June, 2017.

(a) North Zone in Belltown.

(b) South Zone in Belltown.

Fig. 5. Change in occupancy in the North Zone (Fig. 5a) and the South Zone
(Fig. 5b) from before (June, 2016) to after (June, 2017) the price change in
Belltown.

Fig. 5 shows the relative change in occupancy during this
time period in the North Zone (Fig. 5a) and the South Zone
(Fig. 5b). It is interesting that in the North zone the times that
do see an increase in occupancy primarily occur within the
time interval in which the price was decreased. The change
is rather insignificant though, and while the South Zone saw
decreased occupancy at all times, the smallest decreases in
occupancy also occur within the time interval of the price
change in the North Zone indicating that price was likely not
the factor causing the change in behavior. This confirms much
of the prior work showing elasticity to price is mixed and,
furthermore, it re-affirms that pricing alone may have limited
effect on driver behavior. The variation in occupancy over the
entire year on average for block-faces is approximately 20%
where between seasons we observed approximately a variation
of 10% on average in Fig. 4. Commensurate with variation
between seasons however, we find the spatial demand does
not vary significantly before and after the price change.

Historically in Seattle utilization of curbside parking has
been consistently increasing and the decline in demand is a
new trend4. A possible cause of this may be the recently ex-

4Personal communication with SDOT.

panded rail system and increased use of ride-sharing services
(Uber, Lyft) as well as bike sharing services (Spin, Lime Bike,
ofo).

III. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL

We model parking demand with a GMM by using it as
an unsupervised clustering method to find zones and groups
of block-faces within them that are spatially close and have
similar demand. This technique enables us to:

1) Draw new inferences about parking demand and its
spatio-temporal characteristics.

2) Use data to make informed decisions about zones and
time periods in which static, uniform pricing schemes
would be more effective than if chosen arbitrarily.

3) Consider identified zones as groups of users with similar
preferences, facilitating targeted information and incen-
tives.

A. Model Description

The GMM is a probabilistic method to model a distribution
of data with a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions,
each with a mean vector µj and covariance matrix Σj . The
probability distribution of the GMM with k mixture compo-
nents is given by

p(xi|π, µ,Σ) =
∑k
j=1 πjN (xi|µj ,Σj). (2)

We consider each sample of our dataset to be a vector xi ∈
R3, containing spatial and demand features at a given time for
a block-face as

xi =
[
xi,latitude xi,longitude xi,occupancy

]
. (3)

Thus the complete dataset is given by the matrix of the n

samples stacked as x =
[
x1 · · · xn

]T
. In our implemen-

tation we normalize features column-wise to be in [0, 1]. A
motivation for the features we choose is their simplicity—
as they exactly capture the spatial demand aspects of the
data we have—and they work to tradeoff grouping block-faces
which are close and block-faces which have similar demand.
It is also possible that these features capture unobserved
information and characteristics which we do not include that
may guide decisions such as the price, type of area (residential,
commercial, industrial), type of parking (parallel, angeled),
etc.

Let us now introduce a vector of n indicator variables z =[
z1 · · · zn

]
as the latent component labels for samples. The

prior on the probability of a sample belonging to a mixture
component can then be expressed as

p(zi = j) = πj . (4)

The parameter π must satisfy the restrictions that πj ∈ [0, 1]

and
∑k
j=1 πj = 1.

The likelihood of a sample belonging to a mixture compo-
nent is given by

p(xi|zi = j) = N (xi|µj ,Σj), (5)
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where the multivariate Gaussian distribution is

N (xi|µj ,Σj) =
exp [− 1

2 (xi−µj)T Σ−1
j (xi−µj)]

(2π)
3
2 |Σj |

1
2

. (6)

We make the common assumption that the features are con-
ditionally independent given the component, i.e. each covari-
ance matrix Σj is diagonal. This modeling decision is also
motivated by our application. When selecting zones to design
policies or to target information, simple boundaries are more
feasible.

The objective function of the GMM is the log likelihood of
the data given by

LL , log p(x|π, µ,Σ) =
∑n
i=1 log

∑k
j=1 πjN (xi|µj ,Σj).

(7)
We employ the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [24]
to optimize for this objective. The EM algorithm, given in
Algorithm 1, consists of an initialization of the unknown
parameters and two steps, the expectation step (E-step) and
the maximization step (M-step), which are repeated until
convergence. The convergence criteria we use is to terminate
the algorithm when the change in the log likelihood between
iterations, which is ensured to be positive since the log
likelihood is guaranteed to increase at each iteration of the
EM algorithm [25], [26], is smaller than a parameter ε.

∆LL , LLi − LLi−1 ≤ ε. (8)

In the E-step, the expected values of the unobserved compo-
nent labels given the current parameter values are computed.
These are the posterior probabilities and are sometimes re-
ferred to as the responsibility that component j takes for data
point i [27]. Formally, we will denote this term as

ri,j , p(zi = j|xi, πj , µj ,Σj). (9)

In the M-step, the parameter values are updated to maximize
the log likelihood.

Once the convergence criteria is met, we make hard as-
signments of each sample xi to the component label j which
maximizes the responsibility ri,j—that is,

z∗i = arg maxj ri,j . (10)

The objective function is non-convex, which only guarantees
that we find local minima. Hence, we run the algorithm for
several random initializations and retain the model from the
iteration that resulted in the highest log likelihood.

B. Model Selection

The model selection problem for a GMM is to determine
the number of mixture components to use in the model. We
leverage the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [28] for this
purpose. The BIC for our problem is given by

BIC = −2LL + log(n)ν, (11)

where LL is the maximized objective defined in (7), n is the
number of samples in the dataset, and ν is the number of
degrees of freedom in the GMM.

The number of degrees of freedom for a model con-
taining k components with d dimensional data is given by

Algorithm 1 EM Algorithm for GMM
1: procedure EM(x) . x: normalized feature matrix
2: for each initialization do
3: while ∆LL > ε do
4: for each sample xi do
5: for j in {1, . . . , k} do . E-Step
6:

ri,j =
πjN (xi|µj ,Σj)∑k
j′ πj′N (xi|µj′ ,Σj′)

7: end for
8: end for
9: for each component πj , µj ,Σj do . M-Step

10:
πj = 1

n

∑n
i=1 ri,j

11:

µj =

∑n
i=1 xiri,j∑n
i=1 ri,j

12:

Σj =

∑n
i=1(xi − µj)T (xi − µj)ri,j∑n

i=1 ri,j

13: end for
14: end while
15: Store maximized LL for the initialization
16: Store sample assignments using (10)
17: end for
18: end procedure

ν = k · (2d+ 1). Each component contributes d degrees of
freedom from both the mean vector and the diagonal covari-
ance matrix, as well as a final degree of freedom from the
component prior.

To determine the number of components to use in our
experiments, we performed a search over the value of k
averaging the BIC of the GMMs learned on each day of the
week and hour of the day combination in our dataset using
the mean occupancies at these instances. We then selected the
value of k which minimized the mean BIC.

C. Consistency Metric

An important question with respect to the spatio-temporal
properties of parking demand is the consistency of the demand.
In other words, we want to quantify how similar demand is
from week to week for a given day of week and time of
day. Pricing schemes, as well as targeted information and
incentive campaigns, can be constructed much more effectively
if there is an understanding that without changes in policy or
to the system demand characteristics will remain the same. In
particular, given that in Sections II-E and II-F we observed
that there is a non-trivial variation in the demand at block-
faces through time we want to find how consistently spatial
demand is distributed.

We propose a method to metricize the consistency of
demand based on the repeatability of our GMM approach.
Using our dataset, the procedure to determine the consistency
metric value at a day of the week and hour of the day is as
follows:

1) For the chosen day of the week and hour of the day,
select a specific date and learn a GMM using the
occupancy data at this instance.

6



2) Assign component labels to each block-face for all other
instances with the same day of the week and hour of the
day in the dataset using the learned model.

3) Determine the percentage of block-faces which were
assigned to the same component as they were in the
original GMM that was learned.

4) Repeat (1)–(3) switching the date on which the GMM is
learned, and then average over the percentages computed
at each iteration.

We explore this method and discuss the results in Section V.

IV. SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION

We have claimed that policies which use uniform pricing
schemes over arbitrary zones and time periods can be ineffec-
tive because they ignore important spatio-temporal character-
istics. Intuitively, this claim is to say that if demand through
space and time is not homogeneous, then it would be erroneous
to set prices uniformly through space and time.

To this end, we use a standard measure of spatial
autocorrelation—Moran’s I [29]—to quantify the degree of
spatial homogeneity or heterogeneity present in the demand.
Moran’s I is defined as

I = N∑
i

∑
j wi,j

∑
i

∑
j wij(oi−ō)(oj−ō)∑

i(oi−ō)2
, (12)

where for our problem N denotes the number of block-faces,
oi denotes the occupancy for block-face i, ō denotes the mean
occupancy over all block-faces, and W = (wi,j)

N
i,j=1 is a

matrix of spatial weights with zeros along the diagonal.
Values of I range from −1 (indicating perfect dispersion) to

1 (indicating perfect clustering of similar values). The Moran’s
I value can be used to find a z−score and then a p−value
to determine whether the null hypothesis, that the data is
randomly disbursed, can be rejected.

We are interested in assessing the spatial autocorrelation
locally and globally in a neighborhood or region, within
currently designated paid parking areas, and within the zones
we find with the GMM. The spatial weight matrix W can
be designed to evaluate each of these objectives. In particular,
we evaluate each method by determining whether the p-values
are significant using a two-sided p-value with a significance
measure of .01. We report the percentage of instances in our
data set—each instance given by the occupancy at a date and
time—that are significant. In Section V we will delve into the
spatial autocorrelation results for each method of creating the
spatial weight matrix.

A. Assessing Local and Global Spatial Autocorrelation

In Section II we discussed and demonstrated that parking
demand displays spatial heterogeneity. A logical follow up
question to this observation is whether there is at least local
spatial homogeneity. If this were the case, it would imply that
it could be possible to find groups of block-faces where there
is spatial homogeneity. To evaluate this objective we create
the weight matrix by setting values of wij to 1 if block-face
j is one of the k nearest neighbors to block-face i and 0 if it
is not. We experiment using a range of values for k.

In order to take a more global view of the spatial demand we
also experiment creating the weight matrix by using a distance
based metric. That is, we set values of wij to be the Euclidean
distance between block-face i and block-face j in terms of the
GPS coordinates, normalized between 0 and 1 with weight 1
given to the closest block-face j from block-face i and weight
0 given to the furthest block-face j from block-face i.

B. Assessing Spatial Autocorrelation in Current Zones

We are also interested in the spatial autocorrelation within
the currently designated paid parking zones by the city of
Seattle. This will help us appraise current policies and provide
a means to make comparisons with our method of selecting
paid parking zones. To measure the spatial autocorrelation
within the current zones we create the weight matrix by setting
values of wij to 1 if block-faces i and j are in the same parking
zone and 0 if they are not.

We also investigate a distance based metric within the
paid parking zones in a similar manner as described in
Section IV-A. In this method we set values of wij to be the
Euclidean distance between block-face i and block-face j in
terms of the GPS coordinates, normalized between 0 and 1
with weight 1 given to the closest block-face j from block-
face i in the same paid parking zone and weight 0 given to
the furthest block-face j from block-face i in the same paid
parking zone. Block-faces in different paid parking zones are
given a weight of 0.

C. Assessing Spatial Autocorrelation in GMM Components

One of the aims of the GMM approach is to identify groups
of block-faces that are spatially close and have similar demand.
This can also be interpreted as finding zones where there is
spatial homogeneity. To gauge our success in doing so, and to
justify considering the zones as groups of users with similar
preferences, we can again use spatial autocorrelation. In this
setting we create the weight matrix by setting values of wij to
1 when block-faces i and j are in the same GMM component
and 0 when they are not.

We also use a distance based metric for this objective. We
set values of wij to be the Euclidean distance between block-
face i and block-face j in terms of the GPS coordinates,
normalized between 0 and 1 with weight 1 given to the closest
block-face j from block-face i assigned to the same mixture
component and weight 0 given to the furthest block-face j
from block-face i assigned to the same mixture component.
Block-faces assigned to different mixture components are
given a weight of 0.

V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

We now explore the application of our GMM approach
and provide analysis to gain insights into the spatio-temporal
characteristics and consistency of parking demand.

A. Modeling Belltown with a GMM

In Fig. 3, we illustrate the mean spatial demand in Belltown
within Summer 2017 at Friday 7PM and Saturday 11AM.
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(a) Friday 7PM (b) Saturday 11AM (c) Wednesday 10AM

Fig. 6. GMMs with four components learned using the mean occupancies in Belltown within Summer 2017 at Friday 7PM in Fig. 6a and at Saturday 11AM
in Fig. 6b. Block-faces are colored by the mixture component label. The ellipses indicate the first and second standard deviations of the components GPS
coordinates, with the red scatter points indicating the centers of the components GPS coordinates. Fig. 6c shows clustering of the spatial centers of the mixture
components from the GMMs learned in Belltown on all Wednesdays at 10AM in Summer 2017.

TABLE I
CONSISTENCY METRIC RESULTS FOR BELLTOWN IN ACTIVE PAID PARKING TIMES FOR SUMMER 2017. UNITS ARE IN PERCENTAGE.

Day\Time 8AM 9AM 10AM 11AM 12PM 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM 7PM Daily
M 70.4 82.3 88.2 91.2 90.4 88.6 87.2 87.0 87.1 86.5 85.9 85.9 85.9
Tu 70.5 81.4 89.6 91.0 89.0 90.9 89.0 86.6 84.4 85.6 88.0 85.9 86.0
W 76.1 85.8 90.7 91.4 90.5 89.9 87.8 86.9 86.2 88.3 86.5 87.5 87.3
Th 72.0 85.5 89.3 91.5 88.0 90.1 90.1 89.5 87.3 88.1 88.2 86.8 87.2
F 76.8 87.0 89.0 89.7 89.0 88.4 89.2 89.1 85.8 86.5 86.5 85.2 86.8
S 66.7 75.8 78.0 86.2 85.3 83.4 86.3 86.6 86.2 85.4 85.0 84.6 82.5

Hourly 72.1 83.0 87.5 90.2 88.7 88.5 88.3 87.6 86.2 86.7 86.7 86.0

TABLE II
MEAN DAILY CONSISTENCY METRIC RESULTS FOR BELLTOWN IN EACH

SEASON/YEAR ANALYZED. UNITS ARE IN PERCENTAGE.

Season/Year Mean Daily Consistency
Summer/2016 86.6

Fall/2016 83.9
Winter/2017 84.9
Spring/2017 85.8

Summer/2017 85.9

Figs. 6a and 6b provide an example use of our GMM ap-
proach using the same data. It is clear that we are able to
find separable zones in which block-faces spatially close are
included in the same mixture components. This is important
due to the fact that while there may be spatial heterogeneity in
Belltown, we are able to find zones in which block-faces have
similar demand thereby validating that zone based pricing is
viable.

The example depicted in Figs. 6a and 6b also indicates that
the model we learn is related to the day of the week and
time of day. The model we learn for Friday night, e.g., is
very different from the model we learn for Saturday morning,
asserting that the spatial component of demand depends on
the temporal component. Consequently, in design of pricing
policies and information schemes, the questions of where and
when to designate them should be considered together. We
discuss further spatio-temporal insights in Section V-C.

An interesting result of our analysis in Belltown is the

model selection problem. Using the model selection criterion
described in Section III-B, we find four mixture components—
corresponding to four paid parking zones—to be optimal. At
present, Belltown has just two paid parking zones in place.
This may play a significant factor in why we can improve on
the existing policy design method of using heuristics to set
paid zone boundaries. We will explore the results quantifying
performance in Section V-D.

B. Consistency of Parking Demand

The results in Table I for Summer 2017 establish that spatial
parking demand is consistent through time. With the exception
of the first hour of paid parking in a day when occupancy
is very low as drivers arrive, the mean consistency value at
a hour of a day is very high ranging from 83.2%–90.2%.
Furthermore, on a given day of the week, even when including
the less consistent first hour of the day, the mean consistency
value is still very high ranging from 82.5%–87.3%. In Table II
we present the mean daily consistency values for each season
we analyze and observe the consistency values are nearly the
same within each season. These results demonstrate that in
the parking domain, making decisions based off historical
trends is a reasonable thing to do, as behavior does not change
considerably over time without changes to the system.

In addition to being able to quantify the consistency of
demand in terms of block-faces belonging to distinct groups,
we also investigate how the spatial centers of the mixture
components change from week to week. We do this for a
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The GMM learned in Belltown Monday–Friday from 8AM–4PM are very similar. This figure shows a representative sample of this with Monday–Friday
at 10AM in Fig. 7a and Wednesday 10AM–3PM in Fig. 7b using the mean occupancies within Summer 2017.

day of the week and hour of the day by using the k-means
clustering algorithm [27] on the centers of components that
were found at each date with the same corresponding day of
the week and hour of the day. Fig. 6c shows an example of
clustering the centers from GMM learned on each Wednesday
at 10AM in Summer 2017. The centers are tightly clustered
with little change in location from week to week.

By finding the centroids of each of the k-means clusters,
and calculating the mean distance from each centroid to the
points in that respective cluster, we can describe this change
in terms of distance. In Fig. 6c, we find the average distance
of the points to their respective centroids to be just 36 meters
(m). The corresponding value at all other days of week and
hours of the day has mean of 71m. In Summer 2016, Fall
2016, Winter 2017, Spring 2017 the results are comparable
with values of 73m, 73m, 69m, and 62m respectively. This
analysis has the advantage of being very interpretable in that
we see the spatial centers are reliable in our model across time
to within just a few street blocks.

C. Spatio-Temporal Insights

One of the major insights we gain from the GMM approach
is learning more about the time periods in which parking
behavior is spatially similar. Notably, we find that Monday–
Friday from 8AM–4PM nearly identical models are learned.
Likewise, we find that Monday–Friday from 4PM–8PM very
similar models are learned, which are different from those
learned Monday–Friday from 8AM–4PM. We observe that
models we learn for Saturday are quite unique and need to
be considered on their own. Fig. 7a serves to show what
we observe by considering a specific hour in the 8AM–4PM
interval at each day of the week. Moreover, Fig. 7b depicts
using Wednesday that we see negligible change in the model

from 8AM–4PM5. To give an idea of what the model generally
is like Monday–Friday from 4PM–8PM we refer the reader to
Fig. 6a.

The preceding observations indicate that, based off of our
model, it would make the most sense to have two week-
day pricing periods—i.e. 8AM–4PM and 4PM–8PM—for the
zones we commonly find at these respective time periods,
and a unique Saturday pricing scheme. These results are
compelling because they are quite different than the policies in
place now, while still being surprisingly simple. Currently, the
pricing periods in Belltown are from 8AM–11AM and 11AM–
8PM with no individual consideration given to Saturdays.

In comparing our model of spatial demand to the zones
in place at present, we identify some key similarities and
differences. At nearly all paid parking times during weekdays
we learn a mixture component that covers a zone similar to
that of the South zone in Belltown. Yet in the North Zone
of Belltown, our model typically learns to divide up what is
now the North Zone into three distinct zones. This implies that
the South Zone may in fact be simple enough to consider as
is, while improvements can be made to policies in the North
Zone.

D. Spatial Autocorrelation Results

Table III gives the results of our spatial autocorrelation
analysis in Belltown for each of the seasons and methods of
creating the spatial weight matrix to evaluate particular ques-
tions of interest. The first four rows give the results assessing
the local and global spatial autocorrelation as described in
Section IV-A, the fifth and sixth rows give the results assessing
the spatial autocorrelation in the current paid parking zones as
described in Section IV-B, and the seventh and eighth rows

5We make animations available showing the model learned at each
day of the week and hour of the day for each season we analyze at
github.com/fiezt/spatial-data-analysis/blob/master/animation/.
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TABLE III
SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION RESULTS FOR BELLTOWN IN EACH SEASON FOR EACH METHOD OF CREATING THE SPATIAL WEIGHT MATRIX. THE VALUES

INDICATE THE PERCENTAGE OF INSTANCES IN OUR DATA SET—EACH INSTANCE GIVEN BY THE OCCUPANCY AT A DATE AND TIME—IN WHICH THE
p-VALUE OF MORAN’S I WAS SIGNIFICANT. THE PERCENTAGES IN THE FIRST FOUR ROWS USE THE METHODS OF SECTION IV-A, THE FIFTH AND SIXTH
ROWS USE THE METHODS OF SECTION IV-B, THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH ROWS USE THE METHODS OF SECTION IV-C, AND THE LAST ROW IS THE MEAN

ACROSS THE DIFFERENT SEASON/YEAR PAIRS WE EXAMINED.

Summer/2016 Fall/2016 Winter/2017 Spring/2017 Summer/2017 Mean
k = 3 57.4 84.9 85.0 89.4 95.5 82.4
k = 5 73.9 93.3 91.4 95.3 99.5 90.7
k = 10 85.5 96.0 96.7 98.5 99.4 95.2

Distance 31.3 55.1 56.4 44.7 22.2 41.9
Area Connections 53.1 68.1 65.0 65.6 59.8 62.3

Area Distance 66.3 85.3 84.0 85.2 80.3 80.2
GMM Connections 99.4 99.9 99.9 99.8 100.0 99.8

GMM Distance 99.1 99.7 99.9 99.8 100.0 99.7

give the results assessing the spatial autocorrelation in the
GMM components as described in Section IV-C.

The principal conclusions we draw from these results are
as follows:

1) The k-nearest neighbor method from Section IV-A
reveals that within Belltown there is almost always
significant local spatial autocorrelation, indicating block-
faces adjacent to each other see similar demand charac-
teristics. The distance based method from Section IV-A
confirms our previous observations that there is spatial
heterogeneity in the demand globally within Belltown
as the frequency of significant spatial autocorrelation is
much lower.

2) The methods assessing the current paid parking zones
from Section IV-B demonstrate that while at times there
is significant spatial autocorrelation within them, often
this is not the case, attesting to the case that static pricing
policies can be improved by considering location.

3) The methods assessing the zones learned using the
GMM from Section IV-C demonstrate that our approach
provides meaningful improvement. The results show that
at nearly all times the spatial autocorrelation within the
mixture components is significant.

The spatial autocorrelation results give a way to quantify
the improvement of our GMM approach over the current paid
parking zones. The importance of spatial autocorrelation in
this context is that in the design of static policies, a policy that
is applied uniformly over a zone will be more effective if the
demand characteristics are similar within the zone. In addition,
if attempting to influence behavior through control methods,
specifically targeted information and incentive schemes, it
allows the designer to consider zones as groups of users with
similar preferences.

One intrinsic property of our model that may guide the
improvement is the difference in the number of zones we
consider using our model selection criteria. This is a simple
way to avoid heuristics while maintaining desired simplicity
since the increase in zones is modest.

The zones we find also have decidedly lower variance in
the demand than the current paid parking zones in Belltown.
In the seasons we analyze the variance in the occupancy in
the GMM zones averaged over all paid parking times has

(a) Friday 7PM in June, 2016

(b) Friday 7PM in June, 2017

Fig. 8. GMM analysis before (Fig. 8a) and after (Fig. 8b) the price change
in Belltown using the mean occupancies in the respective months.

a minimum of 5.8%, mean of 6.0%, and a maximum of
6.2%. The corresponding variance in the occupancy in the
paid parking zones has a minimum of 9.0%, mean of 9.5%,
and a maximum of 10.1%.

E. Seasonal and Price Changes

In previous sections, we have seen that the consistency,
spatial autocorrelation, and variance results in Belltown are
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(a) Belltown and Commercial Core (b) Tuesday 11AM (c) Belltown and Denny (d) Tuesday 1PM

Fig. 9. GMM analysis combining Belltown with Commercial Core and Belltown with Denny. (a) Map of the paid parking zones in Belltown (red, blue) and
Commerical Core (pink, green, black). (b) GMM with six components learned using the mean occupancies in Belltown and Commerical Core within Summer
2017 at Tuesday 11AM. (c) Map of the paid parking zones in Belltown (red, blue) and Denny (pink, green). (d) GMM with five components learned using
the mean occupancies in Belltown and Denny within Summer 2017 at Tuesday 1PM.

TABLE IV
MEAN DAILY CONSISTENCY METRIC RESULTS FOR EACH SEASON WE ANALYZE CONSIDERING BELLTOWN COMBINED WITH DENNY AND BELLTOWN

COMBINED WITH COMMERCIAL CORE. UNITS ARE IN PERCENTAGE.

Summer/2016 Fall/2016 Winter/2017 Spring/2017 Summer/2017
Belltown & Denny 80.9 81.9 83.0 83.0 82.8

Belltown & Commercial Core 75.7 78.7 78.5 79.8 76.5

TABLE V
SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION RESULTS AVERAGED OVER EACH

SEASON/YEAR WE ANALYZE FOR EACH METHOD OF CREATING THE
SPATIAL WEIGHT MATRIX DESCRIBED IN SECTION IV CONSIDERING

BELLTOWN COMBINED WITH DENNY AND BELLTOWN COMBINED WITH
COMMERCIAL CORE. THE FIRST FOUR ROWS USE THE METHODS OF
SECTION IV-A, THE FIFTH AND SIXTH ROWS USE THE METHODS OF

SECTION IV-B, THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH ROWS USE THE METHODS OF
SECTION IV-C. THE VALUES ARE THE PERCENTAGE OF INSTANCES THAT

THE p-VALUE OF MORAN’S I WAS SIGNIFICANT.

Belltown w/ Denny Commercial Core
k = 3 1.7 14.0
k = 5 1.0 10.9
k = 10 1.7 9.0
Distance 1.4 9.0
Area Connections 89.1 88.0
Area Distance 88.8 87.6
GMM Connections 98.4 99.9
GMM Distance 98.3 99.8

similar between seasons. Likewise we find that the GMM
we learn within the different seasons coincide. These results
indicate that in terms of the spatial demand, the variation
between seasons is insignificant, despite that in Section II-E
we showed the variation in occupancy is non-negligible. Thus,
we conclude that demand does indeed fluctuate over time, but
the fluctuation in the relative levels of demand between block-
faces is inconsequential, implying static policies can be robust
to seasonal variation effects.

Analyzing the price change in 2016 in Belltown we draw
similar conclusions. While occupancy decreased from the
month before the price change to the month one year following
the price change, the models we learn using data from the two
time periods hardly change. Fig. 8 shows an example of this.
These results corroborate work investigating the SFPark study
suggesting price control methods may not produce the desired

changes in behavior [15].

F. Going Beyond Belltown

Up until this point, we have focused on the Belltown
neighborhood alone. By examining neighborhoods together,
we assess the fact that current paid parking zones are set based
on existing neighborhood boundaries. This is an important
matter because there is no particular reason that pricing zones
should be set within existing neighborhood boundaries. In
bypassing this requirement we can determine whether neigh-
borhood boundaries should carry any weight.

We consider the Belltown neighborhood together with the
Commercial Core neighborhood and with the Denny neighbor-
hood, both of which are adjacent to Belltown. In Fig. 9, we
present examples using data from Summer 2017 of the GMM
approach as well as the current paid parking zones. Like in
the case of considering Belltown alone, we find a different
number of zones using our model selection criteria than are
in place now. In the case of Belltown and Commercial Core,
we find six mixture components with five zones designated,
and in the case of Belltown and Denny, we find five mixture
components with four zones designated. In the examples in
Fig. 9b and Fig. 9a the zones from the learned GMM cross
many of the existing paid area boundaries as well as the
neighborhood boundaries, confirming that it is worth looking
beyond arbitrary existing boundaries. In these cases however,
the zones we learn are closer to the designated zones by the
city of Seattle than when we considered Belltown on its own.

The spatial autocorrelation results given in Table V reflect
this fact, as the frequency of significant spatial autocorrelation
in the designated paid parking zones is higher than was the
case when only looking in Belltown. This says that what is
in place in Commercial Core and Denny at present, may be
reasonable since we learn something similar. The intriguing
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characteristic of these examples is that when adding the new
neighborhoods the local autocorrelation is generally not signif-
icant. This can be attributed to these particular neighborhoods,
Commercial Core and Denny, since within Belltown it was the
case. Despite this matter, the results within the GMM zones
remain satisfactory, suggesting that our model can discover
acceptable groups of block-faces in the more challenging case
where blocks within local neighborhoods may not see as
similar of demand characteristics.

The consistency of spatial demand results in Table IV are
close to those as when we only considered Belltown, albeit
slightly lower, possibly owing to there being more flexibility
in modeling with more components. There is also comparable
temporal characteristics, in that the spatial autocorrelation,
consistencies, and GMM we learn were nearly the same
between seasons.

VI. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

We provide an in depth analysis of the spatio-temporal
characteristics of parking demand using real data, as well
as an interpretable way to find zones where there is spatial
homogeneity using a GMM. The work has the potential
to allow for more informed decision-making in both policy
decisions as well as in designing targeted information and in-
centive schemes. Furthermore, we establish that spatial parking
demand is consistent, which is to say that without changes to
management or infrastructure, learned models will hold up
over time. While we focus on Seattle, our methods leverage
a now common data source of paid parking transactions from
cities, making the models and analysis we use flexible enough
to be applied in many other communities.

Parking management and policy is a difficult problem
because of the many competing needs that need to be bal-
anced. A potentially viable and under-explored approach to
the problem is coupling new pricing schemes with targeted
ads and incentives. Through our collaboration with SDOT, we
seek to use this work to identify zones of similar demand in
support of designing such schemes.

Towards this end, we are investigating a multi-arm bandit
framework to learning user response while matching infor-
mation and incentives in GMM identified zones. In this
problem we consider each zone as a group of users with
similar preferences which are evolving over time, dependent
on how information or incentives are matched. We aim to
solve the combinatorial bandit problem of learning how to
optimally match sets of information and incentives to sets of
location zones in a computationally efficient manner by taking
advantage of correlations between dependent arms. In addition
to theoretical analysis of the resulting bandit algorithms, we
plan to implement developed strategies in a living lab setting
in Seattle neighborhoods with the aid of SDOT.
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